Evaluation of UAE E-Commerce Websites – MyGrocery as a Case Study
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Abstract- The MyGrocery Website is mainly used at the store, which is mostly random use or when the customer is at home. Understand how users can scan and know where the barcode is Make sure they are using it properly and coordinate with what is at home. Let's pretend you're stuck in the supermarket, unable to move. Check to see whether you have any tomato paste on hand. You spend the most of your time thinking about the fantastic handmade spaghetti meal you'll cook after a 12-hour workweek. To go to the grocery store, you'll have to struggle through heavy traffic and wait for 20 minutes in the corridor. If you don't have any tomato paste on hand, you'll either must pay extra money or keep it in your closet. While it is hardly a life-changing decision, we make it every time we go grocery shopping. Saving money by repurchasing items you already have might pile up quickly at the end of the month. The MyGrocery store Website eliminates the mental upheavals that must be dealt with in the five corridors. There's no need to construct a shopping list. Let's assume you go to the grocery because you need milk, bread, and wheat flakes. The supermarket website scans the barcode of your grocery shop and adds newly acquired milk, bread, and wheat to all of your kitchen's ongoing lists. Scan the barcode on your grocery receipt or use the Website to scan the barcode and record your whole purchase. After you've done eating your brown grass, you'll be ready to go on to the next step.
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I. INTRODUCTION

So, for this paper, we select many websites in the UAE to check their usability evaluations of the MyGrocery Store website. The online MyGrocery Store Website market is a form of e-commerce that allows consumers to buy food directly like Food, Bakery & Pastry, Drinks, Health & Beauty, and General Products. The online MyGrocery store develops the physical similarity of buying products just like in the local market. The largest online retailing corporations in the UAE are TROLLEY.AE, EL GROCER. These huge online shops can connect their sales over time with the ability to sell fresh food and other household products through the internet [1,2,3,4,5].

The Website will have these main services:

- User Registration: Users can register themselves by creating the account of MyGrocery Store to get all the features of the Website [8].
- Catalog and Cart: Original product catalogs and online shop carts. Users will browse and add products categorized by category and desired ones to the cart. In catalogs, products can be promoted in various ways: through special value propositions ("Old price" has been exceeded and replaced with "new price") [6,7].
- Browse Products: Users can select items from the list of categories easily, also a detailed description of the product also given.
- Easy Search: It has various filters and sorting so that the user can find the exact product.
- Different Payment Modes: Customers can pay whatever they want through various payments cash on delivery, bank transfer, credit card.
• Re-Order: While the order history is saved in the database, customers can easily reorder the previous product. This saves search time. When placing an order, the customer chooses one of the delivery methods (mail, courier, store) [9].

• Order Tracking: Customers can easily track their orders and also get a separate notification for the status of their orders.

• Offers and Discounts: The Website also gives discounts for first-time customers and regular buyers.

• Feedback: User can tell their like and dislike about the product. This feedback also helps maintain a regular relationship with your customers.

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION

So, this is the MyGrocery Website. Let’s assume you are standing in the grocery store, unable to move. Consider whether you already have tomato paste on hand. After a 12-hour workweek, you spend most of your time dreaming about the amazing homemade spaghetti dinner you will prepare [10,11,12]. You will fight heavy traffic to get to the grocery shop and stand in the corridor for 20 minutes. If you do not have any tomato paste, you may need to spend more money or store it in your closet. While this is not a life-altering decision, it is one we make every time we go grocery shopping. Saving money by repurchasing things you already own might rapidly add up at the end of the month.

The mental upheavals that must be dealt with in the five corridors are fully eliminated by the MyGrocery shop Website. You do not even need to make a grocery list. Let us say you need milk, bread, and wheat flakes and you head to the supermarket. The supermarket Website reads your grocery store's barcode and adds newly purchased milk, bread, and wheat to all your kitchen's continuing lists [13]. If your supermarket receipt has a barcode, scan it, you can use the Website to scan the barcode and register your whole transaction [14]. After you have finished eating your brown grass, you will be able to open the Website, delete it from your home inventory, and add goods to your grocery list.

III. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

Users of this MyGrocery Website can be mainly from middle age to gender distribution Be a little more accommodating to women as they are likely to make large amounts of groceries shopping. It has been suggested from most grocery stores that most consumers are older than the legal driving age the shops are within driving distance. Consumers have a moderate and high socioeconomic background as they need to own a mobile device or laptop to access basic technology along with the MyGrocery Website [15]. Users just need a basic understanding of the English to scan barcodes and use the Website and the Website is user-friendly, Suitable for those with impairments who only have a basic understanding of computers.

Due to the older audience in our target market, most people in their 30s and older maintaining their homes, our goal is to make it simple for them to see and read this software. The icons on the Website are large and have images corresponding to the buttons. An example is an image of a refrigerator, which takes the user to their fridge list [16,17]. Also, we have a plan to use one of the "Mobile Safe" fonts like Arial, Helvetica, and Verdana [53,54,55,56].

This system is simple to use and requires only a basic understanding of technical capabilities. It necessitates the use of a mobile device, tablet, or laptop. Its user-friendliness makes it accessible to practically everyone.

The grocery Website is mainly used at the stores, which is mostly random use or when the customer is at home [19,20]. Understand how users can scan and know where the barcode is Make sure they are using it properly and coordinate with what is at home [57,58].

IV. COMPETITORS ANALYSIS:

The main problem arising while developing the MyGrocery Store Website is our competitors. Because our competitors are located nearby, and they offer authentic price in Website. And the main problem is that our competitors are well established and experienced [21,22]. So, by understanding our competitors, our website position understands the user and creates value propositions, with 5-star reviews and a marketing strategy that goes above and beyond the competition [23].
The following features which distinguish us from others are:

- High-quality product at low cost in Website with fast delivery of the product.
- Attractive discount packages for regular buyers.

A. TROLLEY.AE

UAE has another grocery delivery website that offers a lot of areas and offers free delivery to orders over AED 100. Customers can find all items that are usually found in supermarkets. If you want your groceries on the same day, you must order the Website by 07:00.

Trolley.AE also hides customer privacy and understands the value of customers in today’s world, so the Policy dictates how the collects, and uses, and protects any personal information of customers received from the users of the website [24,25].

- Customer: As customers use this website, users will agree to collect and use the information by this policy. From there, Trolley.AE is committed to ensuring that your privacy is protected. If Trolley asks the customers for personal information to improve their knowledge of the Website, the Company promises to use it only by this policy.
- Marketing: The marketing policy is, so users are encouraged to update their Privacy Policy from time to time. Trolley. ae also reserves the right to modify their website any time, modify, update, add, or delete this Privacy Policy for any reason. If any changes will be posted will take effect as long as there are changes posted.

B. INSTASHOP DUBAI

So this website is launched in 2015, Instashop is a grocery delivery Website in Dubai that first covers a portion of the Dubai Marina, but has slowly spread to all of Dubai, Abu Dhabi, and Sharjah, so this makes it one of the most popular supermarkets in Dubai.

- Customer: The Instashop Dubai Website are very easy to use, the user just has to enter the address, and then Website will provide several supermarkets close to the location. The Instashop Dubai Website also shows the user how long your purchase takes, usually up to an hour, which we think is the smallest price to pay in a car and do not stand in queue with a trolley.
- Marketing: Our goal is to give people like you the opportunity to deliver your groceries without any hassle. Our goal is to get a supermarket at home. The company is based in Dubai and is part of the Jabbar Internet Group. There is a minimum order for AED 20 free delivery, and you can pay in advance with cash or card delivery or online. An easy way to buy your food and bring it to your door for an average of 30 or 60 minutes depending on where you are.

EL GROCER

So, this is third another intermediary Website, El Grocery, selects the nearest partner supermarket, allowing you to select your item from the online option [26,27,28].Groceries will be delivered to the customer door within an hour depending on availability. There is no delivery fee, but El Grocery Dubai receives a commission on any items you purchase. The Website is also available in Arabic, making it one of the best groceries Websites for all audiences in Dubai [29,30,31,32].

- Customer: They welcome to the new user to improved delivery service in the UAE. Started El GROCER because I was frustrated with customer delivery services. Low delivery times, rude customer service and quality of products led to quality deliveries [33,34,35,36,37].
- Marketing: We gave El Grocer something different, to be better, the grocery delivery service works for the customer, not against it. The customer service staff are trained to deal with the user at the store. Stores based on your wishes and promoted overlap, so you always have a choice, also they constantly update your product listings, so you don’t have to compromise with your grandmother’s favorite recipes [38,39].
V. Solution Suggested

So, for MyGrocery Website there a lot of phases to complete this Website but our recommendation to the vice president about the developments are in some phases which are as follows:

Firstly, to create the most effective product possible, design phase will employ the user needs analysis. This phase will concentrate on the Grocery Website's unique features and how to make it as user-friendly as possible while also increasing its efficiency. During this stage, it is critical that all target demographics are able to effectively use the Website.

The Website will be implemented and developed throughout this period. Because the importance of having the list with you while running errands will be emphasized, the system will be designed to be mostly utilized on a person's mobile device. To update the Website, you will need to connect to the internet via cellular data or a wireless network. Testing will take place following the development process.

The Grocery Website will be thoroughly tested throughout this phase for a variety of difficulties. Bugs, user usability, and efficiency must all be tested before the Website is released. Obtaining the best prototype possible is critical. This may necessitate the utilization of a focus group, or the client may wish to conduct a staff test.

There are a lot of barriers in the development process so my review on this Website will only work on mobile devices (phones and tablets), therefore those who are familiar with them should be OK. Those who are not used to utilizing these devices will have a steep learning curve in terms of both the gadget and the Website.

VI. Methodology

In this paper the methodology is select for this is The Task Walkthrough. Each walkthrough report is preceded by a description of the MyGrocery Website, i.e., which job description and interface are being assessed for reporting purposes. The table itself tells the story, as it records the job walkthrough algorithm's step-by-step findings (see table 1).

VII. Discussion

When it comes to the target demographic, the progression through MyGrocery Store is constant, starting with one device and progressing to the next. For the major stages, as well as the numerous devices with other UAE Websites like Trolley, there is a local website. I had to deal with odd replacements for a long time until they finally produced a work area Website, Ae, El Grocer.

Users are safeguarded against potentially fatal mistakes such as losing all their data or having personal information such as credit card numbers stolen. Consumer protection refers to a person's capacity to recover from a mistake. A relevant objective is to achieve security at a cheap cost. Preventing the Delete Button from Being Used Before the Save Button is an example of a security feature. Another example allows users to correct problems in a few methods, such as reverting to a priority status or restoring normalcy to the system. The author can correct typos in a word processor by hitting Control-Z, pushing the back button, or pressing again. "What kind of customer errors do they make, and how can they learn from them?"

According to Roger, Pierce and Sharp are the following major customer experience goals are as following:

- Motivation
- Fun
- Enjoying
- Support Society
- Network Support Network

A plausible model of an Website is one that the architects want their clients to understand. Clients build a mental picture of how to use the Website by using it, chatting to other clients, and reading the instructions, as well as by using the auto-night mode, auto pickup, and delivery, and sharing their location. In an ideal world, the model that clients
create in their heads is like the one that the creators intended. If the planners have explicitly planned a suitable calculated model as a critical component of their development cycle, this expectation has a better chance of being realized.

We opted to stick to the Website interface and avoid the web interface due to time restrictions and a lack of resources. More people will be able for “download” Website rather than use of mobile website. For final prototype, the team will find a method to bring more color to the Website, but we will skip the photographs. What the system will be used for in the future

- Sign into the Website and access your customized grocery and kitchen lists. Families can use the software on several devices, allowing everyone in the family to swap between lists and create new ones.
- Only mobile devices are supported by the Website.
- Only smart devices with cameras may scan receipts or item barcodes for input, and the Website does not require anything other than an email address and a password, any personal information. The UPC codes are scanned by the camera's scanner.
- Your customized grocery list can be organized either by food category (vegetables, whole grains, pasta) or by purchase date.
- Once the shopping is finished, the user can quickly erase it from the list by searching for it in the list. This is a pop-up screen that asks the user if they want to add an item to their grocery inventory.
- Customers can add things to their grocery list by hand.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

A conclusion of research of the theory to explain to the user what actions were done and what was accomplished. Visual design, touch, sound, and other factors all come into play when it comes to collaborative development. The aim is to produce an experience in which the user is unable to recall their actions and effects. We've created a variety of design models to deliver client input, and when new communication methods arise, these sorts of feedback will continue to proliferate. To be effective in doing so However, after analyzing the data, UX designers must go beyond designing for consistent use and transparency to create a multidimensional client experience. A public culture refers to the value differences that exist between countries or regions. Each culture, like its audience, places a different value on certain plan components. Because of these societal points of view, they also maintain content in diverse ways.
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